
Farcistic Governbents 



The first time you see it, you don't recognise it. Perhaps it was something designed so stupidly that it could not be an accident. 
Somebody says something like 'planned obsolecence' or 'made in China,' which implies permission-to-exist for such a stupid process 
that produces such a stupid thing. But there was probably nothing you could do, and all the Somebodies you know don't seem to 
care--so you don't. You don't think much about it... but your eyes have been trained, and they don't stop seeing. Soon you will see 'it' 
again. You will encounter an illiterate high school student, or see massive bankster fraud go unpunished, or war-whores pounding 
public pulpits, and you find that you can't stop thinking about 'it.' 'It' is everywhere. 'It' is in wars that can't be won, in the sweatshop 
factories producing goods that quickly turn into garbage, in the poisoned land and polluted water.  You can see that innocent people 
die when the bombs fall, and that people and the planet are treated cruelly in order to maximize the income of some already rich 
men, and that 'the system' seems to spread stupidity among all the nearly-hairless hapless talking apes. And then you see 'it,' one 
day, finally, and you know 'it' has been there all along.  
   Because you've seen 'it,' you can learn of it. Perhaps you begin to distrust what has proved untrustworthy and still spews lies and 
propaganda. Perhaps you will learn what divides and conquers, and how easy it is to 7\/\/ist a mind. But, even if you don't know how 
or why we tolerate 'it,' you know that stupidity is the easiest way. A mass-produced society must have mass-produced tastes, and the 
easiest way to homogenization is to suppress what is rare--and that includes intelligence, good taste, and ability. What sticks up is 
pounded down.
   Perhaps you will seek knowledge of the cultural hammers that force people into molds. Perhaps you will learn that a uniform 
changes the humans who wear them, usually for the worse; and that trusted authority figures are socially dominant and wield great 
power, and power corrupts;  and that nearly any human, in a uniform and/or as an authority, would behave just as stupidly. But some 
humans can resist these changes. These humans sometimes have the kind of knowledge that brings power-over-oneself. This power 
grants the ability to see that stupid situations cause humans to behave stupidly, and perhaps grant the ability to recognize and resist 
the stupidity. But humans gain wisdom slowly, if at all, while newly developed techs in stupidology allow particular types of stupidness 
to be predictably evoked; and these techs predict semi-precisely exactly those situations that produce more human stupidness than 
previously thought possible. Still, some humans find it possible to resist even these stupid advances in the field of stupidology. A sub-
branch of stupidology, the  $¢¥€₦¢€ of increasing human ignorance (propaganda tech), is heavily used by $ervants to reduce such 
resistance. 
  Unchecked stupidity always spreads. It leads to stupid rich people, stupid politicians, stupid money-whores;  these will use 
stupidology to reduce other humans to their level of stupidness (at least), for stupid people are easily controlled, even by other stupid 
people.
   Behold: The Great Flattening. 

                                                 

a tiny part of HOW IT WAS/IS DONE   
 
   "One-system schooling has had a century and a half to prove itself. It is a ghastly failure. Children need the widest possible range 
of roads in order to find the right one to accommodate themselves. The premise upon which mass compulsion schooling is based is 
dead wrong. It tries to shoehorn every style, culture, and personality into one ugly boot that fits nobody."   John Taylor Gatto, in 
his book  The Underground History Of American Education  (Read this excellent book for free!     www.johntaylorgatto.com/
chapters/index.htm    )

  In commercial propaganda the principle of the disproportionately fascinating symbol is clearly 
understood. Every propagandist has his Art Department, and attempts are constantly being made to beautify 
the billboards with striking posters, the advertising pages of magazines with lively drawings and 
photographs. There are no masterpieces; for masterpieces appeal only to a limited audience, and the 
commercial propagandist is out to captivate the majority. For him, the ideal is a moderate excellence. 
Those who like this not too good, but sufficiently striking, art may be expected to like the products 
with which it has been associated and for which it symbolically stands. Aldous Huxley Brave New World, 
Revisited (1958)

  "The political merchandisers appeal only to the weaknesses of voters, never to their potential 
strength. They make no attempt to educate the masses into becoming fit for self-government; they are 
content merely to manipulate and exploit them. For this purpose all the resources of psychology and the 
social sciences are mobilized and set to work. (...) The methods now being used to merchandise the 
political candidate as though he were a deodorant positively guarantee the electorate against ever 



hearing the truth about anything." Aldous Huxley, Brave New World Revisited

   Please remember that it is not shameful to have been duped by the best psyops-contaminated sound 'n 
light shows that money can buy. The shame belongs to the psyop creators and those who fund them. However, 
other sources of shame come from... 1) the arrogance, in thinking that you could never be fooled, and 
thinking that you're smarter than 'ordinary' people; 2) the willful ignorance, if you will not learn that 
which twinges your conscience, and if you will not see the ugliness and the suffering you so 'innocently' 
cause(d); 3) the fear, for you are taught to fear strangers/police/government military, taught that 
violent humans are everywhere, taught to feel that your fellow humans are stupid, worthy only of your 
scorn; and 4) if you think of and admire the electrobeings on screens, pretty prostitute people, pixels 
of actors who once got a spot in a plot that's not got alot of what ought to be sought in a worthy hero 
or a heroine.

   "The story told to the public by the NIMH and by academic psychiatry is that psychiatric medications have greatly improved the lives 
of those diagnosed with psychiatric illnesses. Yet, even as our society has embraced the use of psychiatric medications during the 
past two decades, the number of people receiving government disability due to mental illness has more than tripled, from 1.25 million 
people to more than 4 million people." Robert Whitaker  _Anatomy of an Epidemic_

   According to Robert Whitaker, the US Gov Accountability Office reported in 2008 that one in every fifteen young adults, eighteen to 
twenty-six years old, is now "seriously mentally ill." (...) the GAO noted, this was in fact an undercount of the problem, as it didn't 
include young adults who were homeless, incarcerated, or institutionalized. 

   No tyranny can long endure unless most of the afficted people are ignorant or can be made so. "The 
first principle from which he [Hitler] started was a value judgment: the masses are utterly contemptible. 
They are incapable of abstract thinking and uninterested in any fact outside the circle of their 
immediate experience. Their behavior is determined, not by knowledge and reason, but by feelings and 
unconscious drives." Aldous Huxley   If the masses are asses they can be exploited easily. Perhaps 
'Prussian schooling' is relevant to this. "To make them more masslike, more homogeneously subhuman, he 
[Hitler] assembled them, by the thousands and the tens of thousands, in vast halls and arenas, where 
individuals could lose their personal identity, even their elementary humanity, and be merged with the 
crowd. (...)   Assembled in a crowd, people lose their powers of reasoning and their capacity for moral 
choice. Their suggestibility is increased to the point where they cease to have any judgment or will of 
their own. They become very excitable, they lose all sense of individual or collective responsibility, 
they are subject to sudden accesses of rage, enthusiasm and panic. In a word, a man in a crowd behaves as 
though he had swallowed a large dose of some powerful intoxicant. He is a victim of what I have called 
'herd-poisoning.'  (...)   The crowd-intoxicated individual escapes from responsibility, intelligence and 
morality into a kind of frantic, animal mindlessness." Aldous Huxley, Brave New World Revisited (1958) 
Perhaps gathering together 100,000 people is a supernormal stimulus to most or all of the humans 
involved. Cave-men could not have experienced crowds like that--and other modern de7\/ices are likely 
much more potent that 'herd poisoning.' 

   "Our job is to give people not what they want, but what we decide they ought to have.”  Richard Salant, former President of 
CBS News

  "Thanks to compulsory education and the rotary press, the propagandist has been able, for many years 
past, to convey his messages to virtually every adult in every civilized country. Today, thanks to radio 
and television, he is in the happy position of being able to communicate even with unschooled adults and 
not yet literate children."   Aldous Huxley, from Brave New World Revisited. 
   Huxley also said that "(...) the tree is known by its fruits, and a theory of human nature which 
inspired the kind of techniques that proved so horribly effective must contain at least an element of 
truth." True... but these tyrants required their 1930's-tech psyops for this effectiveness, as well as 
total control of their media. Frodo: "The Shadow that bred them can only mock, it cannot make: not real new things of its own. 
I don't think it gave life to the orcs, it only ruined them and twisted them (...)" J R R Tolkien

   Perhaps the latest governbents are farce-istic, where those who steal hundreds must go to prison; but 
those who steal billions must buy dinners that cost thousands of currency-units from politicians.

   "But miracle, mystery and authority are not enough to guarantee the indefinite survival of a 
dictatorship. In my fable of Brave New World, the dictators had added science to the list and thus were 
able to enforce their authority by manipulating the bodies of embryos, the reflexes of infants and the 
minds of children and adults. And, instead of merely talking about miracles and hinting symbolically at 
mysteries, they were able, by means of drugs, to give their subjects the direct experience of mysteries 
and miracles -- to transform mere faith into ecstatic knowledge. The older dictators fell because they 
could never supply their subjects with enough bread, enough circuses, enough miracles and mysteries. Nor 
did they possess a really effective system of mind-manipulation. In the past, free-thinkers and 
revolutionaries were often the products of the most piously orthodox education. This is not surprising. 
The methods employed by orthodox educators were and still are extremely inefficient. Under a scientific 
dictator education will really work -- with the result that most men and women will grow up to love their 
servitude and will never dream of revolution." Aldous Huxley, from Brave New World Revisited. 

Ninety-nine [students] out of a hundred are automata, careful to walk in prescribed paths, careful to follow the prescribed 



custom. This is not an accident but the result of substantial education, which, scientifically defined, is the subsumption of 
the individual." from the book  The Philosphy of Education (1906) by William Torrey Harris, U.S. Commissioner of Education 
from 1889 to 1906. Also in this book: "The great purpose of school can be realized better in dark, airless, ugly places.... It is 
to master the physical self, to transcend the beauty of nature. School should develop the power to withdraw from the 
external world."  

   "First, said Plato, wipe the slate clean.
   There are many ways to burn books without a match. You can order the reading of childish books to be substituted for serious 
ones, as we have done. You can simplify the language you allow in school books to the point that students become disgusted with 
reading because it demeans them, being thinner gruel than their spoken speech. We have done that, too. One subtle and very 
effective strategy is to fill books with pictures and lively graphics so they trivialize words in the same fashion the worst tabloid 
newspapers do--forcing pictures and graphs into space where readers should be building pictures of their own, preempting space into 
which personal intellect should be expanding. In this we are the world's master." John Taylor Gatto, in his book The Underground 
History of American Education.

   "Toynbee's observation that most inhabitants of a modern state are in a condition of disinheritance, and hence dangerous, calls for 
what he terms 'creative solutions.' One creative solution is to establish work for some of the dangerous classes by setting them to 
guard the rest. This guardian class is then privileged a little to compensate it for playing the dirty kapo role against the others."  
John Taylor Gatto, in his book The Underground History of American Education.
 In this book, Mr. Gatto also reports that Walter Lippmann, noted author of Public Opinion (1921), said to the Association 
for the Advancement of Science, December 29, 1940:
   "The thesis I venture to submit to you is as follows: 
   That during the past forty or fifty years those who are responsible for education have progressively removed from the curriculum 
of studies the Western culture which produced the modern democratic state;
   That the schools and colleges have, therefore, been sending out into the world men who no longer understand the creative principle 
of the society in which they must live; 
   That deprived of their cultural tradition, the newly educated Western men no longer possess in the form and substance of their 
own minds and spirits and ideas, the premises, the rationale, the logic, the method, the values of the deposited wisdom which are the 
genius of the development of Western civilization; 
   That the prevailing education is destined, if it continues, to destroy Western civilization and is in fact destroying it.
   I realize quite well that this thesis constitutes a sweeping indictment of modern education. But I believe the indictment is justified 
and here is a prima facie case for entering this indictment."   

  "...that class of moneylenders (...) stand ready, at all times, to lend money in unlimited amounts to those robbers and murderers, 
who call themselves governments, to be expended in shooting down those who do not submit quietly to being robbed and enslaved."   
Lysander Spooner

"The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic 
society."   Edward Bernays

"The life of self indulgence is indeed a kind of sleep. Endless physical gratification is no more fulfilling than a dream, and its pursuit 
has tied us to an economic system that Gandhi warned nearly a century ago is based on the “multiplication of wants,” and was for 
that reason doomed." Dr. Michael Nadler   www.mettacenter.org

"In the founding decades of American forced schooling, Rockefeller's General Education Board and Carnegie's foundation spent 
more money on schools than the national government did. What can a fact like that mean?"   John Taylor Gatto, in The Underground 
History of American Education  (Read this excellent book for free!     www.johntaylorgatto.com/chapters/index.htm    )

   "To me the worst thing seems to be for a school principally to work with methods of fear, force and artificial authority. Such 
treatment destroys the sound sentiments, the sincerity and the self confidence of the pupil. It produces the submissive subject."  
Albert Einstein

some ideas of WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT 

   "He who receives an idea from me, receives instruction himself without lessening mine; as he who lights his taper [candle] at mine, receives light 
without darkening me."  Thomas Jefferson, letter to Isaac McPherson, 13 August 1813

   "Few of us can easily surrender our belief that society must somehow make sense. The thought that the state has lost its mind and is 
punishing so many innocent people is intolerable. And so the evidence has to be internally denied. "  Arthur Miller  

   "The most formidable military machine depends ultimately on the obedience of its soldiers... the most powerful corporation 
becomes helpless when its workers stop working, when its customers refuse to buy its products. The strike, the boycott, the refusal to 
serve, the ability to paralyze the functioning of a complex social structure - these remain potent weapons against the most fearsome 
state or corporate power."   Howard Zinn

   "Non-violence is essentially non-co-operation. It expresses itself in the refusal to participate in the ordinary processes of society. It 



may mean the refusal to pay taxes to the government (civil disobedience), or to trade with the social group which is to be coerced 
(boycott) or to render customary services (strike). While it represents a passive and negative form of resistance, its consequences 
may be very positive. It certainly places restraints upon the freedom of the objects of its discipline and prevents them from doing what 
they desire to do."  Reinhold Niebuhr, Moral Man & Immoral Society

   "The system has been gamed to our disadvantage. We are not going to win by playing along. But we all win whenever we refuse to 
play the game." Dmitry Orlov 

   "Non-cooperation with evil is as much a duty as is cooperation with good."  Mohandas Gandhi

   The final result will be that the American people will ultimately (...) opt out of the system. Today everything is a bureaucratic 
structure, and brainwashed people who are not personalities are trained to fit into this bureaucratic structure and say it is a great life--
although I would assume that many on their death beds must feel otherwise. The process of copping out will take a long time, but 
notice: we are already copping out of military service on a wholesale basis; we are already copping out of voting on a large scale 
basis.... People are also copping out by refusing to pay any attention to newspapers or to what's going on in the world, and by 
increasing emphasis on the growth of localism, what is happening in their own neighborhoods...."  Dr. Carroll Quigley of Georgetown 
University, 1976

   “The big system can be pretty overwhelming. We know that we can’t beat them by competing with them. What we can do is build 
small systems where we live and work that serve our needs as we define us and not as they‘re defined for us. The big boys in their 
shining armor are up there on castle walls hurling their thunderbolts. We’re the ants patiently carrying sand a grain at a time from 
under the castle wall. We work from the bottom up. The knights up there don’t see the ants and don’t know what we’re doing. They’ll 
figure it out only when the wall begins to fall. It takes time and quiet persistence.”   Utah Phillips

   One of the commonest things to do with savings is to lend them to some Government. In view of the fact that the bulk of the public 
expenditure of most civilized Governments consists in payment for past wars or preparation for future wars, the man who lends his 
money to a Government is in the same position as the bad men in Shakespeare who hire murderers. The net result of the man's 
economical habits is to increase the armed forces of the State to which he lends his savings. Obviously it would be better if he spent 
the money, even if he spent it in drink or gambling.    Bertrand Russell

   "I want to say to you as I move to my conclusion, as we talk about 'Where do we go from here,' that we honestly face the fact that 
the Movement must address itself to the question of restructuring the whole of American society. There are forty million poor people 
here. And one day we must ask the question, 'Why are there forty million poor people in America?' And when you begin to ask that 
question, you are raising questions about the economic system, about a broader distribution of wealth. When you ask that question, 
you begin to question the capitalistic economy. And I'm simply saying that more and more, we've got to begin to ask questions about 
the whole society. We are called upon to help the discouraged beggars in life's market place. But one day we must come to see that 
an edifice which produces beggars needs restructuring. It means that questions must be raised. You see, my friends, when you deal 
with this, you begin to ask the question, 'Who owns the oil?' You begin to ask the question, 'Who owns the iron ore?'" Dr. Martin 
Luther King

  "Want to see an end to this awful madness?
  Get off the grid. Encourage others to do so as well. Initiate your own black market, tax-free economy in your town. 
Plan community gardens. Re-learn a skill or two from your rural, pastoral forebears. If you own a small business, 
declare it a sole proprietorship and then pay off your employees and contractors with cash "under the table." Avoid 
reporting everything you can. Learn to avoid taxes. Engage in commerce that doesn't involve the exchange of money, 
but rather goods and services. Stop shopping, except for the basic necessities. Bit by bit, start chipping away at their 
tax revenues. It won't be easy. This system is deeply entrenched, but sacrifices will have to come before any one of us 
is able to experience true liberty, not the pathetic McFreedom they try to shove at us. Hit them in the wallet, where 
it'll hurt them most, the only place we have the power to truly hurt them.
  This the only sure way. The State loves violent confrontation, because they excel at it. They have the guns and the 
weapons. Be assured, any attempts to face the State on these terms, those preferred by the State itself, will fail. 
They'll use all the weapons your tax-monies bought and the jack-booted thugs you paid them to train to "protect" you. 
  Cut them off from the source. Avoid every tax you possibly can. All of us, or even a majority of us, acting this way en 
masse will be enough to hit their wallets harder than a haymaker.
  This CAN be done. This MUST be done.
  Please do it for your children, and for their children after them. This ruthless, soulless government-run crimewave 
cannot continue if we are to survive. Either we stand together or we fall separately.
  Remember Ben Franklin's old political cartoon of the snake separated into thirteen pieces, representing the thirteen 
North American colonies: "JOIN OR DIE"
  Truer words than ever."    Joe Shelton

     "I most seriously believe that one does people the best service by giving them some elevating work to do and thus indirectly 
elevating them. This applies most of all to the great artist, but also in a lesser degree to the scientist." Albert Einstein

   "In a highly developed society, the Establishment cannot survive without the obedience and loyalty of millions of people 
who are given small rewards to keep the system going: the soldiers and police, teachers and ministers, administrators and 
social workers, technicians and production workers, doctors, lawyers, nurses, transport and communications workers, 
garbage men and firemen. These people-the employed, the somewhat privileged-are drawn into alliance with the elite. They 
become the guards of the system, buffers between the upper and lower classes. If they stop obeying, the system falls.



   That will happen, I think, only when all of us who are slightly privileged and slightly uneasy begin to see that we are like 
the guards in the prison uprising at Attica—expendable; that the Establishment, whatever rewards it gives us, will also, if 
necessary to maintain its control, kill us."   Howard Zinn, author of A People's History of the United States

 "It is probably true that business corrupts everything it touches. It corrupts politics, sports, literature, art, labor unions and so on. but 
business also corrupts and undermines monolithic totalitarianism. Capitalism is at its liberating best in a noncapitalist environment." 
Eric Hoffer

   "It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush fires in people's minds." Samuel 
Adams

   "Man's nature is not essentially evil. Brute nature has been known to yield to the influence of love. You must never despair of human 
nature."  Mohandas Gandhi

   "The only way to smash this racket [war] is to conscript capital and industry and labor before the 
nations manhood can be conscripted. One month before the Government can conscript the young men of the 
nation – it must conscript capital and industry and labor. Let the officers and the directors and the 
high-powered executives of our armament factories and our munitions makers and our shipbuilders and our 
airplane builders and the manufacturers of all the other things that provide profit in war time as well 
as the bankers and the speculators, be conscripted – to get $30 a month, the same wage as the lads in the 
trenches get.
   Let the workers in these plants get the same wages – all the workers, all presidents, all executives, 
all directors, all managers, all bankers – yes, and all generals and all admirals and all officers and 
all politicians and all government office holders – everyone in the nation be restricted to a total 
monthly income not to exceed that paid to the soldier in the trenches!
   Let all these kings and tycoons and masters of business and all those workers in industry and all our 
senators and governors and majors pay half of their monthly $30 wage to their families and pay war risk 
insurance and buy Liberty Bonds.
   Why shouldn't they?
   They aren't running any risk of being killed or of having their bodies mangled or their minds 
shattered. They aren't sleeping in muddy trenches. They aren't hungry. The soldiers are!"   Major General 
Smedley D. Butler   Read his too-short book for free: www.warisaracket.org

   I don't want the huge anti-government sentiment to help those who want to destroy, because a 
government is a possible anti-dope for a farce-ist governbent. 

   "Singing Commercials are a recent invention; but the Singing Theological and the Singing Devotional -- the hymn and the psalm -- 
are as old as religion itself. Singing Militaries, or marching songs, are coeval with war, and Singing Patriotics, the precursors of our 
national anthems, were doubtless used to promote group solidarity, to emphasize the distinction between "us" and "them," by the 
wandering bands of paleolithic hunters and food gatherers." Aldous Huxley, Brave New World Revisited (1958) on the power of 
song. Try it sometime. 

  "Perseverance is more prevailing than violence; and many things which cannot be overcome when they are together, yield 
themselves up when taken little by little." Plutarch 

 "In the realm of ideas everything depends on enthusiasm... in the real world all rests on perseverance." Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe

   "Intelligent discontent is the mainspring of civilization."  Eugene V. Debs

   "I think that they would feel better if they tuned out the politicians, the way the politicians tune them out. It's as easy as turning off 
the television set. If they try it, they will probably observe that nothing about their lives has changed, nothing at all, except maybe their 
mood has improved. They might also find that they have more time and energy to devote to more important things."  Dmitry Orlov   

   "Man's nature is not essentially evil. Brute nature has been known to yield to the influence of love. You must never despair of human 
nature." Mohandas Gandhi

   "The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to understand the exponential function."   Professor Albert Bartlett 

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM YOUR FELLOW HUMANS

   "Another reason why radical reformers are misjudged by ordinary men is that they view existing society 
from outside, with hostility towards its institutions. Although, for the most part, they have more belief 
than their neighbors in human nature's inherent capacity for a good life, they are so conscious of the 
cruelty and oppression resulting from existing institutions that they make a wholly misleading impression 
of cynicism." Bertrand Russell



   "The opinions that are held with passion are always those for which no good ground exists; indeed the 
passion is the measure of the holders lack of rational conviction. Opinions in politics and religion are 
almost always held passionately."   Bertrand Russell

   "Opinions founded on prejudice are always sustained with the greatest of violence."   Francis Jeffrey

   C. Wright Mill's words: "What people are interested in is not always what is to their interest; the troubles they are aware of are not 
always the ones that beset them.

    "If liberty means anything at all, it means the right to tell people what they do not want to hear." George Orwell
   "Ah yes, truth. Funny how everyone is always asking for it but when they get it they don't believe it because it's not the truth they 
want to hear." Helena Cassadine
   "The truth that makes men free is for the most part the truth which men prefer not to hear." Herbert Sebastien Aga
   "Men prefer to believe what they prefer to be true."  Francis Bacon
   "Truth never tranquilizes. The defining property of truth is its ability to disturb. Jesus only told half the story. The truth *will* set you 
free. But, first it's going to piss you off."  Solomon Short

   "Only puny secrets need protection. Big discoveries are protected by public incredulity."  Marshal McLuhan

   "The nature of psychological compulsion is such that those who act under constraint remain under the impression that 
they are acting on their own initiative. The victim of mind-manipulation does not know that he is a victim. To him, the walls 
of his prison are invisible, and he believes himself to be free. That he is not free is apparent only to other people. His 
servitude is strictly objective." Aldous Huxley

   "The really hopeless victims of mental illness are to be found among those who appear to be most normal. (...) They are 
normal not in what may be called the absolute sense of the word; they are normal only in relation to a profoundly abnormal 
society. Their perfect adjustment to that abnormal society is a measure of their mental sickness. These millions of 
abnormally normal people, living without fuss in a society to which, if they were fully human beings, they ought not to be 
adjusted, still cherish "the illusion of individuality," but in fact they have been to a great extent deindividualized." Aldous 
Huxley

   "One can see instances of false consciousness all about us. There are people with legitimate grievances as employees, taxpayers, 
and consumers who direct their wrath against welfare mothers but not against corporate welfarism, against the inner city poor not 
the outer city rich, against human services that are needed by the community rather than regressive tax systems that favor the 
affluent. They support defense budgets that fatten the militarists and their corporate contractors and dislike those who protest the 
pollution more than they dislike the polluters.
   In their confusion they are ably assisted by conservative commentators and hate-talk mongers who provide ready-made 
explanations for their real problems, who attack victims instead of victimizers, denouncing feminists and minorities rather than sexists 
and racists, denouncing the poor-rather than the rapacious corporate rich who create poverty. So the poor are defined as "the 
poverty problem." The effects of the problem are taken as the problem itself. The victims of the problem are seen as the cause, 
while the perpetrators are depicted as innocent or even beneficial.
   Does false consciousness exist? It certainly does and in mass marketed quantities. It is the mainstay of the conservative 
reactionism of the 1980s and 1990s. Without it, those at the top, who profess a devotion to our interests while serving themselves, 
would be in serious trouble indeed."  Michael Parenti

   "Despair is a narcotic. It lulls the mind into indifference." Charlie Chaplin

  " . . . it is natural to man to indulge in the illusions of hope. We are apt to shut our eyes against a painful truth, and listen 
to the song of that siren, till she transforms us into beasts. Is this the part of wise men, engaged in a great and arduous 
struggle for liberty? Are we disposed to be of the number of those who, having eyes, see not, and having ears, hear not, the 
things which so nearly concern their temporal salvation? For my part, whatever anguish of spirit it may cost, I am willing to 
know the whole truth; to know the worst and provide for it."  Patrick Henry  March 23, 1775

    "One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we've been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the 
bamboozle. We're no longer interested in finding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It is simply too painful to 
acknowledge - even to ourselves - that we've been so credulous."      Carl Sagan

   I, no6ody, swear (or affirm) that I will not intentionally harm the humans or other life on this 
planet, and that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to the people and to their State; and will 
support all just laws; and that I will, to the best of my skill and judgment, diligently, faithfully, 
without partiality or prejudice, execute the office of 'citizen' according to the local Constitution and 
to the laws of Common Sense; with Liberty and Justice for all. Non $erviam! 

this work belongs to me, you, and everyone else,  forever, as long as it is for non-commercial use.  You may use this work  (or portions thereof)  as you wish, as 
long as you don't prevent other people from having the same rights that you have now.  Creative commons 3.0


